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Ebből a leckéből a

következőket fogjuk

megtanulni:

SZÓKINCS

 
stages of life, life and death

NYELVTAN

 

Tenses Review
az igeidőkl áttekintése

BESZÉD

 

talking about life and death,
giving bad news, reacting to

bed news



Ages and stages of life
There are different stages in human life. Each has an age bracket and certain typical
biological, cultural and mental features. Every new stage has its typical activities and
problems, and its typical starting age. 

When a child is born, they are in the baby stage in the first 12 months of their lives.
When the child is advancing from infancy, he or she reaches the toddler years (1-3
years). During this time, tremendous intellectual, social and emotional changes are to be
expected, as the child starts to explore the world. Preschooler age precedes the school
years. During these years, children start to interact and communicate more with other
children and adults. 

When the child reaches school age around the age of 6, the years start when he or she
needs to acquire all the basic skills and practices that are necessary to function as a
member of society. The adolescent or teen years start around age 11-12. The teenage
years are usually challenging for both the adolescent going through the changes and the
concerned parents. This stage ends around the age of 18. The young adult years start
when puberty ends (18-21 years). The young adult years often go together with more
responsibility and freedom.

People by their late twenties are in the mature adult stage. People in this stage start
giving back and are productive members of society. Any time from the late fifties or
early sixties onwards, the aging adult age starts. From this point on evidences of decline
start to declare themselves. This age goes together with retirement and often with new
opportunities, hobbies or volunteer work. Old age or late adulthood starts in the late
seventies. Although general health is more fragile in this age, life experience and
wisdom are important benefits for the people living around the elderly.



stage - szakasz, állomás
age bracket - korcsoport
feature - jellemző
to advance from - túlhaladni valamin
infancy - csecsemőkor
toddler - totyogós
tremendous - óriási
emotional - érzelmi
preschooler - óvodáskorú
to interact - kapcsolatba lépni
to acquire skills - képességeket elsajátítani
adolescent - serdülő
concerned - aggódó
mature - érett
member of society - társadalom tagja
from … onwards - innentől előre
from this point on - ettől fogva 
volunteer work - önkéntes munka
fragile - törékeny



Generations living together
Fill in the gaps with the words from below.
roof, spend time, disadvantages, financial decision, elderly,
employment, common, generations

In the past, it was often 1)…............ for several generations of a
family to live together in one house. For some it was a
2)................, while for others it was to enjoy the pleasure of
having a large family together under one 3)................... Today
multigenerational living is on the rise. Multigenerational
households are defined as family households consisting of three
or more 4)…............... A decline in 5)................. and a tendency to
marry later has forced more adults to move back into their
parent’s homes after college. 

Several generations living together allows families to help care
for the 6)..............., or raising children and also pay for high
housing costs. Families have an opportunity to share each other’s
lives, grandparents can 7)................ with grandchildren, and the
financial burden is reduced for individual family members. Living
together has its 8)................... as well. The family may face a lack
of privacy, and a home which is in constant activity.



STAGES OF LIFE 
to be pregnant - várandósnak lenni 
newborn - újszülött
baby/infant - csecsemő/kisbaba
toddler - totyogó
child - gyerek 
teenager - tizenéves
young adult - fiatal felnőtt
twins - ikrek 
triplets - hármas ikrek
adult - felnőtt
middle-aged - középkorú
retired - nyugdíjas 
old/elderly/senior - öreg/idős/időskorú  

in his/her twenties - húszas éveiben
in his/her mid-thirties - hamincas évei közepén
in his/her early forties - negyvenes évei elején
in his/her late fifties - ötvenes évei végén
in his/her sixties - hatvanas éveiben
in his/her seventies - hetvenes éveiben
in his/her eighties - nyolcvanas éveiben
in his/her nineties - kilencvenes évesiben
retirement - nyugdíjba vonulás



Death and Mouring - Alapfok B1

In the picture, we can see a man and a woman in a
graveyard. They are wearing black clothes. We can
see them only from the waist down. The woman has a
big bunch of white flowers in her hands. They are
standing in front of a gravestone. The gravestone
looks old, but it’s not visible what’s written on it. In the
background, there are nice green shady trees. We
cannot see any more people just the couple. We
cannot see their faces, so we cannot tell if they are
sad or not. In graveyards you will often meet sad and
crying people. It’s not easy when someone you love
dies and you can visit only his or her grave.

When I was a child I always went to the graveyard with
my grandparents at the end of October to visit the
graves of our relatives who already died. We pulled
out the weeds from the soil and put some fresh
flowers or wreaths onto the gravestone. We lit candles
and Grandpa talked about Aunt Lucy and Uncle Joe. I
liked these autumn visits to the graveyard. There were
nice smells in the air and I liked kicking the fallen
leaves. Nowadays, when both of my grandparents are
already dead, it’s not much fun to go to the graveyard.
But I do it anyway.



Death and Mouring - Középfok B2

In the picture, we can see a couple standing in front of a line of gravestones in a graveyard. They
are wearing black clothes because probably they are mourning somebody. In Hungary and in quite
a lot of European countries black is the colour of mourning. If someone goes to a funeral or visits
graves in a graveyard they usually wear black clothes. Black is a solemn colour it makes people
look sad and serious. Graveyards are not very happy places. Even if there are nice gravestones and
colourful wreaths and flowers on the graves graveyards are still places that remind people of
death. At the end of October or the beginning of November people who have already lost loved
ones usually pay a visit to the graveyard where they areburied and take some flowers to put on the
grave to honour the deceased. It’s almost always a bittersweet experience because death is a
painful thing to meet and mourning is a difficult process that may take a very long time. Although
death is a natural phenomenon and a part of life, nobody likes it when it comes to someone’s
family to take away a person. Whether someone dies at a ripe old age or prematurely young death
never comes at the right time and is always tragic. 

Personally, I don’t like graveyards at all. If can, I try not to go to graveyards, but if it’s an absolute
must to go I spend the shortest possible time there. I don’t like the atmosphere there and I don’t
like to be reminded that one day I will also die. 

Last summer I was in Moscow and we visited a famous graveyard with the group. First I didn’t want
to go at all but in the end, I joined the walk. It was a strange experience. We saw the graves of
famous Russian actors, writers, soldiers, statesmen etc. As the guide was talking about their lives
it seemed as if we were in an open-air museum and not in a graveyard. Some of the graves were
adorned with sculptures and pictures, we even saw a football scarf tied around the neck of a
famous actor’s sculpture, who probably was a football fan in his lifetime. I can’t say that I
particularly liked that graveyard but it definitely was a colourful and vivid experience.



Death and Mouring - glossary

graveyard - temető
from the waist down - deréktól lefelé
bunch - csokor
gravestone - sírkő
shady - lombos, árnyékot adó
relative - rokon
to pull out - kihúzni
weed - gaz
soil - föld
wreath - koszorú
to light candles - gyertyát gyújtani
fallen leaves - avar, lehullott levelek
to mourn - gyászolni
funeral - temetés
grave - sír
solemn - ünnepélyes, komor
to remind - emlékeztetni
to pay a visit - meglátogatni
to be buried - el van temetve
to honour - megemlékezni, tiszteletet adni
deceased - elhunyt
bittersweet - keserédes
at a ripe old age - nagyon idős korban
prematurely young - tragikusan fiatalon
it’s an absolute must - feltétlenül muszáj
statesman - államférfi
adorned with - díszítve valamivel
vivid - élénk



Giving bad news 
I'm sorry but ... - Sajnálom, de ...
I'm afraid ... - Attól tartok, hogy ...

I regret to inform you that ... - Sajnálattal közlöm, hogy ... 
I'm sorry to say (that) ... - Sajálom, hogy azt kell, hogy mondjam, hogy ... 
I'm sorry to tell you (that) ... - Sajnálm, hogy azt kell, hogy mondjam Önnek,
hogy ...
Unfortunately, ... - Sajnos ... 

I am sorry to have to tell you that ... - Sajnálom, hogy azt kell, hogy mondjam
Önnek, hogy ... 
I have some bad news for you (I'm afraid). - Rossz hírem van Önnek,
sajnálom.


